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PREFACE

Strategic Intelligence for American World Policy by Sherman Kent was first published in 1949. It is the intellectual forebearer of all that has been written in the serious open literature since that time. In the intervening years, the academic literature on intelligence has grown exponentially. Major studies have appeared with increasing frequency; and scholarly articles have found their way into various standard journals in the fields of history, political science, psychology, sociology, public affairs, national security, etc. Since 1986, two international journals have been dedicated exclusively to intelligence subjects. Kent defined strategic intelligence as "the kind of knowledge our state must possess regarding other states in order to assure itself that its cause will not suffer nor its undertaking fail because its statesmen and soldiers plan and act in ignorance."

To assist researchers in gaining a better understanding of strategic intelligence and its role in optimizing political decision-making and military command, the US Army War College Library presents Strategic Intelligence and National Security: A Selected Bibliography. Revised and updated, it includes the citations from the September 1991 edition, as well as new entries for recently received materials. The books and periodical articles cover the period since 1914, with particular attention to World War II and the post-war era. Official documents have been largely excluded. Emphasis is placed upon the interaction of intelligence, strategic surprise, strategic deception, politics, war, and ethics. The listing features writings principally by American, British, Israeli, and Canadian authors.

This bibliography was compiled by Douglas H. Dearth, Department of Military Strategy, Planning and Operations, and Virginia C. Shope, Research and Information Services Branch, USAWC Library.

The books and articles in this listing are all readily available in the USAWC Library or the US Army Military History Institute Library. For your convenience, we have added library call numbers at the end of each entry. Note that numbers for books located at the Military History Institute begin with "MHI"; all others will be found in our library.

The user is cautioned that the categories are to a necessary degree arbitrary, and references to certain subjects often are divided among categories. For instance, literature on the Ultra and Enigma programs can be found in both Section II.D (SIGINT) and Section IV.D (World War II). Similarly, the user should cross-reference Sections I, VI, and VII.

For additional information, please contact the Research and Information Services Branch, US Army War College Library, DSN 242-3660 or Commercial (717) 245-3660.
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